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Abstract

Extensions of the Cox proportional hazards model for survival data are studied where
allowance is made for unobserved heterogeneity and for correlation between the life times of
several individuals� The extendedmodels are frailty models inspired by Yashin et al� �������
Estimation is carried out using the EM algorithm� Inference is discussed and potential
applications are outlined� in particular to statistical research in human genetics using twin
data or adoption data� aimed at separating the e�ects of genetic and environmental factors
on mortality�
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� Introduction�

This paper is motivated by recent and ongoing studies in human genetics whose aim is to
separate the e�ects of genetic and environmental factors on longevity or on �age	dependent�
cause	speci
c� mortality� Data consists of life	times and causes of death of members of
�family units� in a large sample of the latter� The family units can be of quite elaborate
structure� Adoption and twin registers are favourite sources of data for such studies�

Two statistical traditions meet here� Variance components models based on normal
distributions are widely used in genetics� especially in animal breeding� to study quanti	
tative traits of individuals� In the present context typically the logarithm is taken of the
survival time followed by a traditional random e�ects linear model analysis� Censoring of
survival times is hard to take account of in such an analysis� and it is dicult to motivate
that genetic and environment e�ets act multiplicatively on total lifetime�

The other statistical tradition is modern surival analysis� with its emphasis on dynamic
modelling of the hazard rate of independent individuals� Censoring and delayed entry �left
truncation� does not complicate the analysis� However the analysis of dependent survival
times� especially when subject to complicated patterns of dependence� is so far not much
developed�

Here we propose a synthesis of these traditions by superimposing an additive variance
components type structure on so	called multiplicative gamma frailty models for survival
analysis� These frailty models were originally developed to allow for unobservable hetero	
geneity �missing covariates� though their use has remained somewhat controversial due to
identi
ability issues� Later they have been extended to model simple patterns of depen	
dence� but in perhaps a rather �too� simplistic way�

The next step� structuring the dependence structure� was 
rst and only recently taken
by Yashin et al� ������� see also Iachine ������� At 
rst sight it seems curious to combine
frailty components additively� which then act multiplicatively on individual hazard rates�
Initially the only advantage is consistency with earlier proposed models for independent
individuals �since adding independent gammas with the same shape results again in a
gamma distribution�� Our new contribution is to show that the model also has statistical
advantages� despite its elaborate nature� it is amenable to more or less straight	forward
statistical analysis �non	parametric maximum likelihood estimation� smoothly extending
the highly successful established techniques of survival analysis �in particular� the Cox
regression model�� We show how the EM algorithm can be applied to this situation�
involving recursive calculation formulas for expected components of frailty in the E	step�

The end result� extending in a smooth way ordinary survival analysis methodology and
incorporating the very intuitively appealing variance components models� seems like a clear
and better alternative to the traditional analysis of life	time data in genetics� Although
not based on stringent genetic theory� we believe that this approach represents a step
forward in the direction of learning something about the data and underlying genetic and
environmental e�ects�

The paper is structured according to the historical development in survival analysis
outlined above� In classical regression analyses of survival data �e�g�� Cox� ����� Andersen�
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Borgan� Gill and Keiding� ����� Chapter VII� the assumptions usually include that� �a�
the model is correct in the sense that all relevant covariates are registered and included
in the model� and �b� all individuals under study have life times which are statistically
independent� In Section � an introduction to classical survival analysis is given with special
emphasis on the so	called counting process approach� Section � discusses frailty models for
heterogeneous populations� i�e�� models where �a� above is relaxed while in Section � we
study frailty models for correlated survival data �dealing with �b��� Some 
nal remarks on
further developments and conclusions are given in Section � and ��

� Introduction to survival analysis�

Survival analysis deals with life times or� more generally� with periods elapsed from some
initial event at time � �like birth� start of treatment or employment in a given job� to
some terminal event of interest �like death� relapse or disability pension�� Thus the basic
data would ideally be independent non	negative random variables �Ti� i � �� � � � � n�� What
distinguishes survival times from other kinds of data� however� is the inevitable presence
of incomplete observations� Often� practical restrictions prevent the observation of the
terminal event of interest in every individual� i� in the sample in which case the available
piece of information is a right�censoring time Ui� i�e�� a period elapsed in which the event
of interest has not occurred �e�g�� a patient has survived until Ui�� Thus� a generic survival
data sample includes ��fTi�Di�� i � �� � � � � n� where fTi is the smaller of Ti and Ui and Di is
the indicator� I�Ti � Ui�� of not being censored� Another kind of incompleteness frequently
encountered in practice is left�truncation where individual i is only included in the sample
conditionally on having �survived� without the terminal event till some given entry time
Vi � �� i�e�� individual i is only observed from Vi and onwards�

The distribution of Ti may be described by the survival function

Si�t� � Pr�Ti � t� � exp��Ai�t���

where

Ai�t� �
Z t

�
�i�u�du

is the integral over ��� t � of the hazard function

�i�t� � lim
�t��

Pr�Ti � t��t j Ti � t���t�

Due to the dynamical nature of survival data� the latter characterisation of the distribution
via the hazard function is often more convenient� �Note that �i�t��t when �t � � is small

is approximately the conditional probability of i �dying� just after time t given �survival�
till time t�� Also� �i�t� is the basic quantity in the stochastic process approach to survival
analysis� see� e�g�� Andersen et al� ������ which we shall also adopt in this paper�

In this approach the survival data are represented as counting processes �Ni�t�� i �
�� � � � � n� where

Ni�t� � I�fTi � t�Di � ��
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counts � at fXi if i is not censored and otherwise Ni�t� � � throughout� The dynamics of
Ni�t� is described by its �random� intensity process which is a product

�i�t� � �i�t�Yi�t�

of the hazard function and the random process

Yi�t� � I�fTi � t�

�or Yi�t� � I�fTi � t � Vi� if there is left	truncation� indicating whether i is observed to be
at risk just before time t� The interpretation of the intensity process is that

�i�t��t � E�dNi�t� j Ft���

the conditional expectation of the jump size dNi�t� at time t given the observed �his	
tory� Ft� of individual i in ��� t � �and possibly others if there is dependence among
the individuals in the sample�� Mathematically� �Ft�t�� is a �ltration� i�e�� an increas	
ing right	continuous family of �	algebras and both N ��� � �N����� � � � � Nn���� and Y ��� �
�Y����� � � � � Yn���� are adapted to �Ft��

Regression modelsmay be constructed by including covariates �X i� i � �� � � � � n� �which
may be time�dependent� in �Ft� and letting the intensity process depend on these�

�i�t� � �i�t�Xi�Yi�t��

Frequently� the Cox proportional hazards model is studied where the hazard function

�i�t�Xi� � ���t� exp��
TX i�

is a product of an unknown baseline hazard ���t� common to all individuals and a rel	
ative risk exp��TX i� where the covariates X i enter via a vector of unknown regression

coe�cients�

� Extending the Cox�model� The Frailty Model

The Cox proportional hazards model has enjoyed a widespread acceptance in statistical
applications� This is due in part to the intuitively appealing interpretation of the hazard
function� but also because estimation and inference is mathematically feasible�

In biostatistics� biological variation between subjects� whether human or animal� can
be considerable� This variation is often partially accounted for by means of extensive
covariate histories on the subject level� but even after having included this information in
the analysis� a major source of variation often remains unaccounted for�

In models based on an assumption of Gaussian responses� such unobservable variation
may be included by means of variance components� With only a single measurement per
subject� it is usually considered part of the measurement error� i�e�� as a part of the random
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variation of the experiment� In this case� the extra variation is not a serious concern� The
usual estimators will be consistent and unbiased if the unobserved variation is independent
of the observed covariates� The only price is larger variance estimates and thus wider
con
dence intervals which will tend to favor the null hypothesis�

In survival analysis� however� this unobserved variation if ignored� can lead to serious
bias in both parameter estimates and in the estimate of the hazard rate� see Bretagnolle and
Huber	Carol ������� The reason for the bias is the very property that makes the survival
analysis models so appealing� the time	dependent hazard rate� If some individuals are at
higher risk to experience an event due to some unobserved variables� then the individuals
remaining at risk tend to be a selected group with an associated lower risk� An estimate
of the hazard rate without taking into account the unobserved variables will therefore
underestimate the true hazard to a greater and greater extent as time increases�

This stresses the point that caution should be exercised when interpreting the hazard
rate� It is a result of two di�erent sources of variation� one within subjects re�ecting the
risk changing over time of a given subject� and the other� the selection of individuals prone
to failure� re�ecting the variation among subjects� If both of these sources of variation are
present and we do not include them in our analysis� both the interpretability of the hazard
rate as the evolution of individual risk over time� as well as the estimates of say� treatment
e�ects� are at best obscured and at worst seriously biased� These aspects of the e�ects of
selection are discussed in more detail by� e�g�� Vaupel and Yashin ������ and Aalen �������

��� Frailty Models

To address the issue of variation due to unobserved variables Vaupel et al� ������ intro	
duced a random e�ect into a survival model framework� They introduced the term frailty
model and applied the model in a demographic setting to adjust�account for population
heterogeneity�

The frailty model assumes a proportional hazard model conditioned on the random
e�ect� Speci
cally� the hazard rate �i�t� of an individual depends on an unobserved random
variable Zi� acting multiplicatively on a baseline hazard ��t�� i�e��

�i�t�Zi� � Zi��t�� ���

Here Zi is considered as a random variable varying over the population of individuals� It
can be thought of as a frailty or accident	proneness which increases the susceptibility to
failure�

The model is rather simple in that all individuals� apart from a constant Zi� are assumed
to follow the same mortality pattern expressed by the baseline hazard� However� bearing
in mind the success of the semi	parametric models in survival analysis� notably the Cox
model� and the above mentioned possibilities of bias due to unobserved covariates� this
type of model may yield considerable insight as to the e�ect on estimation of parameters
of interest due to unobserved variables�

Estimation and inference in this model requires some structure� either on the baseline
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hazard or on the distribution of the unobserved frailty� Choosing the latter yields a natural
extension of the Cox model with its non	parametric baseline hazard� In this setting� we
note that the unobserved frailty enters the regression part of the hazard function in exactly
the same manner as the observed covariates� i�e��

��t�X i� Zi� � ��t� exp��TX i � logZi�� ���

It would seem reasonable to choose a log	normal distribution for the frailty since this
would correspond to a normally distributed covariate� This however turns out less useful
than a gamma distribution which has similar properties to the log	normal� i�e�� it is uni	
modal and right skewed� and for which analytical expressions for the likelihood function are
readily available� It is shown by Elbers and Ridder ������� see also Kortram et al� �������
that the model speci
ed by ��� is identi
able with any 
nite mean frailty distribution� In
the case of survival data� that is� when each individual can experience at most one event�
we need also covariates entering the hazard function in a speci
ed way� e�g� ���� Without
covariates and with maximally one event per individual the model is not identi
ed�

Using the innovation theorem� Br�emaud ������� the population hazard 	�t� at a given
instant from ���� is found to be 	�t� � EfZ j T � tg��t�� This demonstrates that the
population hazard is the average hazard of the surviving individuals� A further requirement
of the frailty distribution which would allow for left truncated survival times� is that this
conditional distribution stays within the same family of distributions� This is the case for
the gamma distribution as will be seen later�

The choice of the gamma distribution has been discussed and criticized� sometimes
vigorously� by� e�g�� Oakes ������ and in a series of papers by Hougaard� see Hougaard
������ and references therein� Alternatives based on the positive stable distributions are
theoretically appealing but harder to analyse in practice� and are not discussed further
here�

��� Likelihood and Estimation via the EM�algorithm

Our presentation is based on counting processes as introduced in Section �� and follows
to a large extent Nielsen et al� ������� We describe the frailty model in its simplest
semi	parametric form with a frailty variable and a non	parametric baseline hazard� The
identi
abilty problem of the model� in the case of survival data with at most one event per
individual� would as mentioned in the previous section require covariates� Such extentions
of the model to include explicitly e�g Cox	type covariates or strati
ed baseline hazards� is
fairly straightforward and is only discussed brie�y in the following�

Let N � �Ni� i � �� � � � � n� be a multivariate counting process with intensity process
� � ��i� i � �� � � � � n� satisfying

�i�t� � ZiYi�t���t� ���

where Yi is an observed predictable process� � is an unknown baseline hazard function�
and the Zi�s are unobserved random variables� independently drawn from a gamma�
� ��
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distribution� In the following� we let Z � �Z�� � � � � Zn��
A restriction which is needed to make ��t� identi
able may be imposed by arbitrarily

setting the mean frailty of individuals to one� i�e�� by setting 
 � �� This allows an
interpretation of ��t� as the hazard rate of an �average� subject� The remaining parameter
� determines the variance� and the squared coecient of variation� of Zi� V fZig � ����

As discussed in detail by Nielsen et al� ������� we need apart from the usual assumption
of independent censoring also that the censoring is noninformative of Z� With these
assumptions and if Z were observed� valid inference could be drawn from the complete
data �partial� likelihood

Y
i

�
p�zi� 
� ��

Y
t

�ziYi�t�dA�t��
�Ni�t� exp

�
�zi

�Z
�

Yi�s�dA�s�
��

���

where p is the gamma density p�z� 
� �� � ��z���e��z� �
��� Here� � denotes the end of

the observation period and A is the integrated baseline hazard
R
�� Now direct integration

of ��� with respect to the unobserved frailty variable� yields the observed data �partial�
likelihood

L��� �� �
Y
i

�
��

 �
�

 �
 �Ni�� ��

�� �
R �
� Yi�s�dA�s��

��Ni���

Y
t

�Yi�t�dA�t��
�Ni�t�

�
� ���

This likelihood is a function of the unknown entities� i�e�� the frailty variance �����
and the �cumulative� baseline hazard� If a parametric baseline hazard is speci
ed� this is
usually a function of a relatively small number of parameters and numerical maximization
frequently fairly uncomplicated� In the semi	parametric case� that is� with a nonparametric
baseline hazard� this approach is less useful�

It turns out useful� however� to consider the statistical problem of maximum likelihood
estimation of A �

R
� and � as an incomplete or missing data problem� The complete but

unobserved data consist of Z� N and Y � The incomplete and actually observed data in
turn� consist of the last two components�

In the complete data problem� that is� had the frailties been observed� we would just
absorb the frailty variables into the random part Yi�t� of the intensity process� and the
model reduces to a standard counting process model� The cumulative baseline hazard
could in this case be estimated by the usual Nelson	Aalen estimator� In the regression
setting� i�e�� with Cox	type covariates� regression parameters would be estimated by the
Cox partial likelihood� This is described in further detail in the following section�

That the complete data problem at hand is so simple as opposed to the incomplete
data problem� makes the EM algorithm an interesting alternative to the high dimensional
numerical maximization� Gill �������

The EM	algorithm� Dempster� Laird and Rubin ������� is a general algorithm for
maximum likelihood estimation in incomplete data problems� The algorithm consists
of two steps!an Expectation step and a Maximization step� In the E	step� we calcu	
late for a 
xed set of parameters A�r� and ��r�� the conditional expectation of the com	
plete data log	likelihood given the observed data N and Y � This expectation is denoted
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Q�A� � j A�r�� ��r�� where A and � are the parameters in the log	likelihood� and A�r� and
��r� are the parameters in the conditional distribution� Now� Q is a function of A and �
which may be maximized� This maximization is the M	step and results in values A�r���

and ��r���� It may be shown that this scheme increases the observed data likelihood and
iterating until convergence thus yields a �local� maximum of the observed likelihood func	
tion which was also the original goal� Informally� the M	step is a ordinary maximization in
the complete data problem� The E	step in turn� consists of calculating the proper statistics
for carrying out the M	step�

Taking logarithms in ��� and rearranging yields for each individual

X
t

�Ni�t� log�dA�t��� zi

�Z
�

Yi�s�dA�s� �
X
t

�Ni�t� log�zi� � log�p�zi� 
� ���� ���

The 
rst two terms contain the unknown hazard� but not the frailty parameters� whereas
the converse is the case for the last two terms� This� in a sense orthogonal parameter space
structure� is exploited in the estimation� Consider the case where � is 
xed throughout
the entire EM iteration scheme� Then� since zi enters only linearly in ��� when viewed
as a function of A� the E	step reduces to the calculation of the conditional expectation of
the frailties given the observed data N and Y � This is simple since the complete data
likelihood ��� as a function of z is proportional toY

i

�
z
��Ni�����
i exp��zi� � zi

�

s
�
Yi�s�dA�s��

�
�

Thus� conditional on the data� the Zi are still independent and gamma distributed but
now with parameters 
 � Ni�� � and � �

R �
� Yi�s�dA�s�� The conditional expectation bZi�

then equals

bZi �

 �Ni�� �

� �
R �
� Yi�s�dA�s�

� ���

The M	step now amounts to calculating the Nelson	Aalen estimate of the cumulative
hazard as if Z had been observed and was equal to cZ� i�e��

bA�t� � Z t

�

dN��s�P
i
bZiYi�s�

� ���

To estimate the frailty variance � which was 
xed throughout the EM	iteration� we
maximize numerically the observed data likelihood� now for 
xed cumulative hazard� This
is a one	dimensional optimization problem and usually fairly straightforward� Now� for this
new estimate of the frailty variance which also increased the observed data likelihood� we
go through the EM	steps and iterate until convergence� After convergence� and since the
observed data likelihood in each step is increased� we 
nd a stationary point of the observed
data likelihood� and under further conditions� it actually maximizes the likelihood�

This estimation scheme based on the EM	algorithm is slightly di�erent from that de	
scribed by Nielsen et al� ������� They estimate regression parameters and baseline hazards
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using the EM	algorithm for given value � at a series of values for �� They then choose as
a global maximum likelihood estimate the � with the highest value of the observed data
likelihood� This works well when the parameter space is one	dimensional� that is� when the
only unknown frailty parameter is the frailty variance� However� it is not a very elegant
or ecient procedure when the parameter space increases in dimension� This is relevant
in connection with the litter frailty model presented in the next section�

Similar EM	type schemes have been suggested� Clayton and Cuzick ������� and Self
and Prentice ������� A conceptually more direct approach discussed by Klein ������� is
to use the EM	algorithm also to estimate the frailty variance� This� however� involves
the digamma function when calculating the conditional expectation of log�Zi� given the
observed data N and Y � A Bayesian approach to frailty models using Gibbs sampling
may be found in Clayton �������

Inference in frailty models is not yet completely resolved although Murphy ������ �����
has shown the existence� consistency and asymptotical normality of the estimators� In
applications of frailty models� it has been assumed that the usual asymptotic results con	
cerning likelihood ratio tests and con
dence intervals� are valid� This is supported by
simulation results of Nielsen et al� ������� Variance estimates can be obtained from the
observed data log	likelihood� Andersen et al� ������ or� staying within the general EM	
algorithm framework� using an approach suggested by Louis �������

� A Multivariate Extension of the Cox model

So far� we have focused on the frailty models as a way of dealing with possible heterogeneity
or overdispersion due to unobserved covariates� Another aspect of these models� and of
random e�ects models in general� is to use them to model statistical dependence� e�g��
Clayton ������� This dependence could be between recurrent or di�erent events for the
same individual� e�g�� onset of disease and subsequent death� or it could be between the
same event for di�erent individuals� e�g� onset of disease in twins� litters or families�

Traditionally� this type of multivariate counting process data has been dealt with by
introducing the occurence times directly into the intensity processes� In this autoregressive
approach� the correlated event times are thus modelled as if it were the actual events
that change the intensity for subsequent failures� Although this may be the case in some
situations� e�g� in a competition for a limited amount of food� it is at other times not a
relevant modelling approach� In studies of� for example� the life times of di�erent families� it
is not the life times themselves that have an e�ect on the death intensities of the remaining
family members� Rather� the observed life times are correlated because of the genetic
and�or environmental circumstances that make members of families more similar than
randomly selected subjects from the general population� The regression approach does
not satisfactorily account for this type of dependence whereas the random e�ects approach
does�

The dependent or correlated event timesmay be modeled using a frailty model by letting
several components of a multivariate counting process share the same frailty variable� Note
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that we have already used this notion of correlated event times by letting a counting process
with possibly several jumps share a frailty� By letting a multivariate counting process share
the same frailty variable� we induce positive statistical dependence between the individual
counting processes� The parameter ��� of the frailty distribution now acts as an association
parameter since the event times become more strongly associated as the frailty variance
��� increases� This type of model� although conceptually di�erent� has the same likelihood
expressions and estimation and inference is carried out as described in the previous section�

Modeling dependence in this way� however� sometimes restricts the joint distribution of
the life times beyond what the data allow� If there is both association and heterogeneity
present in the data� then the parameter ��� measures not only the association but also het	
erogeneity� Unless one is very con
dent with the model that is speci
ed� this confounding
of e�ects makes the frailty model as described here less suitable for modelling correlated
event time data�

The e�ect of the confounding is illustrated by Vaupel et al� ������� They 
nd in two
separate analyses of Danish monozygotic �MZ� and dizygotic �DZ� twins� a higher � and
a steeper baseline hazard for monozygotic than dizygotic twins�

To understand this� we note that the marginal survivor function is found from the
conditional by integration with respect to the frailty distribution� One 
nds that

PfT � tg �
�

�� � �
�

t

s
�
Y �s�dA�s���

� ���

So� if we were to assume the same baseline hazard function for MZ and DZ twins and the
same marginal survival function ��� which is very reasonable and suported by empirical
evidence� then � for MZ and DZ twins must also be identical� But there are literally
hundreds of studies indicating that MZ twins with respect to many di�erent endpoints
are more closely associated than DZ twins� This is a drawback of the frailty model in the
context of modeling correlated event times� and stems from the fact that individuals sharing
the same frailty �and covariates� have exactly the same risk� As a way of circumventing
this problem� Yashin et al� ������ suggest decomposing the frailty of each twin in a pair
into a sum of two independent frailties� one of which is shared by both twins� The following
extended frailty model is based on this idea�

��� The Litter Frailty Model

Let N � ��Ni��t�� � � � � Nini�t��� i � �� � � � � n� be a multivariate counting process� This set	
up re�ects the situation where n litters with ni subjects in the i�th litter are observed� For
simplicity� we assume the outcome to be time to death which means that each individual
may experience only one event�

The aim is to specify intensity processes �i � ��ij� where

�ij�t� � Z
�j�
i Yij�t��

�
h�t�X ij� � i � �� � � � � n� j � �� � � � � ni�h � �� � � � � k� ����
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Here� Yij�t� is predictable� and is usually just indicating whether the subject indexed
by ij is at risk for an event at time t�� see Section �� The function ��h�t�Xij�� which
spec
es the regression part of the model� is given by

��h�t�X ij� � �h�t� exp��
TX ij� ����

where X ij is a vector of covariates speci
c to subject ij and � is a p	vector of regression
parameters� In this semi	parametric setting  just equals �� otherwise it would also include
the parameters of the baseline hazard� Although other choices of relative risk regression
functions are possible� the exponential is convenient and makes explicit the connection to
the traditional Cox	model�

The baseline hazard �h�t� is indexed by h allowing for di�erent baseline hazards for
subjects in di�erent strata given by e�g� sex� Note that ij uniquely determines each subject�
and thus also to which stratum that subject belongs� Omitting the indices in h � h�i� j�
should not cause confusion� The baseline hazards are unknown and to be estimated�
Furthermore� Z

�j�
i is a random component which is speci
c to each subject in each litter�

The random variables within litters are correlated through the following construction

Z
���
i � Zi� � Zi�
���

���

Z
�ni�
i � Zi� � Zini

����

where Zi�� Zi�� � � � � Zini are independent gamma distributed random variables with param	
eters �
� ��� �
�� ��� � � � � �
�� ��� respectively� The common scale parameter ����� implies

that Z�j�
i � j � �� � � � � ni have gamma distributions which as with the usual �	dimensional

frailty model will turn out to be convenient� As previously� a restriction is needed to make
�h�t� identi
able and this is done by restricting the mean frailty of individuals to one� i�e��
by setting � � 
� 
�� This allows an interpretation of �h�t� as the underlying intensity� in
the given strata� of an �average� subject with X ij � �� Note also how the common frailty
Zi� will induce correlation between the intensities of subjects within litters and thus also a
correlation between their life times� This correlation could be attributable to their shared
genes as well as to the common environment to which they are exposed� The common shape
parameter of Zi�� � � � � Zini models the possible heterogeneity between individuals even after
having accounted for the common genes and the common environment� This could re�ect
the non	shared environment to which the individuals are exposed� Details of this model
may be found in Petersen �������

It is worthwhile to look into the possible uses and special cases of this model� Some of
these models reduce to well	known one	dimensional frailty models�

� one	sample problem

�ij�t� � Zi�Yij�t���t� � i � �� � � � � n� j � �� � � � � ni� ����

In model ���� subjects are correlated through Zi�� This could be relevant as a model for
estimating ��t�� i�e�� the distribution of life times� in a litter	matched study� The life times
of subjects within litters are identically distributed� but not independent�
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� k	sample problem

�ij�t� � Zi�Yij�t��h�t� � i � �� � � � � n� j � �� � � � � ni�h � �� � � � � k� ����

Model ���� is an extension of ���� in that it allows for di�erent baseline hazards in strata
de
ned by h� This type of model could be considered for family study data� e�g� with k � �
corresponding to father� mother� male and female o�spring� Apart from the statistical
advantages of this model as opposed to estimating the life time distributions based on
subjects in each stratum� this approach would� if the model is true� allow for an assessment
of inter	family variability�

� k	sample problem with proportional hazards

�ij�t� � Zi�Yij�t� exp��h���t� � i � �� � � � � n� j � �� � � � � ni�h � �� � � � � k� ����

Model ���� is another extension of model ���� and relevant when each of the subjects in
the litter undergoes one of k treatments� and when treatments act multiplicatively on the
baseline hazard� This model is readily extended to a more general regression model� i�e��
to include covariates such as age� smoking habits etc�

� overdispersion model

�ij�t� � ZijYij�t���t� � i � �� � � � � n� j � �� � � � � ni� ����

Model ���� is a formulation of the original frailty model� used by Vaupel et al� ������� to
model heterogeneity due to unobserved covariates� Each subject has its own associated
frailty component acting multiplicatively on the baseline hazard� Frailties �and life times�
associated with di�erent subjects are independent� Note that the notion of litters in this
setup has no meaning� The indices ij are kept only to conform with the previous notation
and the model is simply the one introduced in Section ����

� twin model

�i��t� � �Zi� � Zi��Yi��t��h�t�
i � �� � � � � n �

�i��t� � �Zi� � Zi��Yi��t��h�t� �
����

Model ����� suggested by Yashin et al� ������� has a 
xed litter size of �� The model
applies to classical twin studies and the frailties here have the interpretation of represent	
ing genetic and shared environmental e�ects �Zi�� and non	shared environmental e�ects
�Zi�� Zi��� The model allows for di�erent baseline hazards for male and female twins�

� extended litter model

�i��t� � �Zi� � Zi��Yi��t���t� �
���

��� i � �� � � � � n� j � �� � � � � ni �
�ini�t� � �Zi� � Zini�Yini�t���t� �

����
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This model is an extension of the model ���� for the one	sample problem along the lines
of the twin model� As opposed to model ���� it allows for heterogeneity among subjects
within litters� Appart from being a seemingly more reasonable model in a litter study
context� it also has more operational value� since it may be used to test the goodness of 
t
of a standard one	dimensional frailty model�

��� Likelihood Construction

The estimation of � and � is carried out by maximization of the likelihood function based on
the observed data �N �Y � j L where L denotes the litter sizes� The parameters associated
with these litter sizes are usually not of interest�

As in the one	dimensional frailty model� we need to assume that conditional on �Z�L��
censoring is independent� and that conditional on Z� censoring is non	informative of Z�
A similar assumption must be made concerning the litter size distribution� i�e�� that the
litter sizes must not depend on the frailties�

With these assumptions� we can carry out steps similar to the one	dimensional frailty
model� The complete data �partial� likelihood is a product of the likelihood contributions
from each litter� i�e��

Y
i

���
niY
j��

�
p�zij� 


��
Y
t

�ij�t�
�Nij�t�

	
exp


�� niX
j��

z
�j�
i "ij

�A p�zi�� 
�

�� ����

where "ij �
R �
� Yij�s��

�
h�s�X ij�ds is the cumulative intensity process evaluated at � �

Since individuals across litters are independent� we need only carry out calculations
for one litter and therefore omit the litter index i in the following� Integrating out all the
frailties that are particular to each individual �zij� j � �� � � � � ni� yields a polynomial in zi�
of an order depending on the number of deaths in the litter� For a litter with l subjects�
the likelihood contribution from m deaths where m � �� � � � � l� is given by

mY
j��

��h�tj�Xj�
lY

j��

�
�

"j � �

	�� mX
j��

C
�m�
j

 �
 � j�

 �
�

��

�"� � ����j
����

where C�m�
r is de
ned recursively by

C�r�
r � �

C
�r�
j � C

�r���
j�� � crC

�r���
j � j � �� � � � � r � � ����

C
�r�
� � crC

�r���
�

starting with C
���
� � �� and where cr �

�

�
��"r � �� � r � �� � � � � l� Dot denotes summation

over index j�
Now� likelihood estimation and inference could be carried out assuming an appropriate

parametric form of the baseline hazard� However� we can go through exactly the same
steps as for the one	dimensional frailty model assuming a non	parametric baseline hazard�
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Taking logarithms in ����� replacing �ij�t� by z
�j�
i Yij�t�dA�

h�t� and rearranging yields
the following log	likelihood contribution for the i�th litterPni

j��Nij�� � log�dA�
h�tij�X ij�� �

Pni
j���zi� � zij�"ij �

Pni
j��Nij�� � log�zi� � zij� �

Pni
j�� log�p�zij���

����

The 
rst line of ���� contains the unknown intensity� and the E	step of the algorithm
consists of calculating the conditional expectations of the frailties given the data� i�e��

EfZij j �N �Y �g � i � �� � � � � n� j � �� � � � � ni�

The conditional distributions of the frailties given the data are not in general gamma�
Rather� they are gamma mixtures with expectations that are readily calculated� For Z� j
�N �Y �� we 
nd the following conditional expectation

EfZ� jN �Y g �
�

"� � �

Pm
j�� C

�m�
j

	���j���
�
����jPm

j�� C
�m�
j

	���j�
�
����j

� ����

Only in the case of no deaths does the distribution of Z� j �N �Y � reduce to a  	distribution
with parameters �
� �"� � ����� and conditional expectation 
��"� � ���

For a surviving individual indexed by j� Zj j �N �Y �� is gamma distributed with pa	
rameters �
�� �"j � ������ This immediately yields the following conditional expectation

EfZj jN �Y g �

�

"j � �
� ����

For a individual that dies� indexed by j� we 
nd the following conditional expectation

EfZj jN �Y g �

�

"j � �

Pm��
k��

C
�m���
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	���k�
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����k
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��k

���
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� ����

The M	step of the EM	algorithm� now consists of a maximization of ��� where all
unobserved variables are replaced by their conditional expectations calculated in the E	
step� The 
rst line of ���� for known frailties� is of the form of the partial likelihood for
a Cox regression model� Therefore� for a 
xed value of the regression parameter �� an
estimate of the cumulative baseline hazard Ah�t� �

R t
� dAh�s� is given by the Nelson	Aalen

estimator

bAh�t� �
Z t

�

dNh�s�P
Hh
�#zi� � #zij� exp��

TXij�Yij�s�
����

where Nh�t� �
P

hNij�t� is the sum over all subjects in stratum h� and Hh is the set of
subjects in stratum h� i�e� Hh � f�i� j� j h�i� j� � hg� Furthermore� an estimate of � is
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given by maximization of the Cox partial likelihood

Y
i�j

�
�#zi� � #zij� exp��

TXij�

Sh�i�j����

	Nij���

����

where
Sh��� �

X
Hh

�#zi� � #zij� exp��
TXij�Yij�tij�� ����

These estimates� i�e�� b� and bAh�t�� may also be found using standard software for
Cox regression analysis� This is done by introducing the estimated frailties or rather
�log�#zi� � #zij�� as covariates with a predetermined associated regression parameter of ��

For the estimation of the frailty parameters �
� 
�� �� we suggest� in line with the ap	
proach taken in Section ���� a two	dimensional search procedure� The maximization pro	
cedure is then iterative where in each iteration� a full EM	algorithm is carried out followed
by the two dimensional search� Also� variance estimates can be obtained as described in
the one	dimensional case� though calculations become rather involved�

� Further Developments

The above litter frailty model can be viewed as corresponding to a one	way analysis of
variance for normally distributed variables� In principle� the analogy extends to a multi	
way ANOVA which could be de
ned and calculations carried out along the same lines as
shown in this paper� Also� instead of only one individual frailty �Zij�� one could introduce
a concept of dynamic frailties� the idea being that frailty changing over time captures� for
example� the changing environmental exposures� This idea has been discussed by Paik et
al� �������

Our current research is on models to analyse data from adoption studies� The data
include life time events for a number of adoptive children� as well as for both their bio	
logical and adoptive relatives� The aim of these studies is to identify both a genetic and
environmental in�uence on some event where the design ensures that these e�ects are not
confounded� roughly� a genetic e�ect will induce an association between adoptee and bi	
ological family� whereas an environmental e�ect implies an association between adoptee
and adoptive family� With a large family structure on both the biological and adoptive
side� the correlation structure becomes complicated� As an illustration of these models�
we mention the simplest possible adoption study design in which the environmental and
genetic e�ects can be separated� one consisting of the adoptive mother �A�� the adoptive
child �C� and the biological mother �B�� A similar kind of model involving �biological�
mother� father and child� but focusing only on genetic e�ects is studied by Andersen and
Korsgaard ������� A natural additive structure accounting for the association between life
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times due to genetic and environmental e�ects� would be

ZA � GA
M � GA � EA

s � EA
ns

j
ZC � GB

M � G � EA
s � Ens

j
ZB � GB

M � GB � EB
s � EB

ns �

Here� each individual has for reasons of symmetry� four frailties� two interpreted as ge	
netic �G� and two environmental �E� contributions� The genetic contributions for each
individual come from that individuals biological mother and father� and the adoptive child
therefore shares one of the two genetic frailties with its biological mother �GB

M �� Similarly�
the adoptee shares �some� environment with the adoptive mother �EA

s �� The remaining
frailties are speci
c to each individual� Now assume that all frailties are independent
and gamma distributed� genetic frailties with parameters �
G� ��� frailties associated with
shared environment �subscript s� with parameters �
s� �� and frailties associated with non	
shared environment �subscript ns� with parameters �
ns� ��� As previously� we restrict the
mean frailty to � by setting � � 
G � 
s � 
ns� Estimation and inference can now� in
principle� be carried out as for the litter frailty model� However� the lack of symmetry
results in very involved expressions� especially in the E	step of the algorithm� For larger
family structures the number of distinct expressions needed grows at an exponential rate�
There seems to be scope for further study here�

	 Discussion

In this paper� we have intended to show how frailty models can be used to model multivari	
ate event time data� i�e�� multiple events that are correlated� Whereas this originally has
been done using the standard �one	dimensional� frailty model� we argue� following Yashin
et al� ������� that with an additive frailty structure� we avoid the possible errors due to
confounding of heterogeneity or overdispersion within a population and the correlation
between event times�

There are many potential applications of these models� some of them sketched for the
simple litter frailty model in Section �� Other applications include correlated competing
risks� i�e�� when more than one cause of death is considered� and where it is conceivable
that an increased risk of dying of one cause is associated with an increased risk of dying
of one or more other causes� As a Bayesian application of the models� they could be used
to estimate individual yield in an agricultural context� breeding� say� The aim could be
to identify animals whose o�spring reach a certain target in a certain time� An insurance
application in which individuals are insured against di�erent events pose an alternative
yield estimation problem� Suppose that each individual may experience di�erent events
e�g� accidents that require the insurance company to pay� From the company�s perspective�
it would be interesting to identify individuals with particularly high propensity to accidents�
A possible model for this set	up� is a litter frailty model where the basic unit �the litter�
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is each subject� Associated with each subject is a number of processes� one for each
type of event �accidents�� Each type of event has its own associated baseline hazard
function corresponding to the strata of the model� The shared litter frailty� i�e�� now the
subject speci
c frailty� would represent �for the insurance company� a single measure of
that person�s propensity or frailty to get involved in accidents� and could form the basis
for an individual premium policy�

We have not tried to give an exhaustive overview of the di�erent approaches� e�g� based
on generalised estimating equations �Liang et al�� ����� or di�erent attempts to de
ne
multivariate survival distribution functions �Andersen et al�� ����� Chapter X���� Rather
we have based the model on the conditional �given the frailties� hazard function as a
measure of individual risk� This is the relevant measure in many biostatistical applications�
Within this framework of conditional models� we have demonstrated that the additive
frailty structure is mathematically tractable� However� it is by no means the only way
of modelling correlated event times data� and we point out two alternatives that have
particular appeal� The 
rst is conceptually closely connected with the litter model� only the
frailty structure is assumed multiplicativeZ

�j�
i � Zi�Zij � as opposed to additive Z

�j�
i � Zi��

Zij � cf� ����� i�e�� each individual within litters is endowed with two independent frailties
that act multiplicatively on the hazard� With this structure event times of individuals
within litters are still correlated through their shared frailty� Furthermore� it is a more
parsimonious model since each frailty can be interpreted as an uobserved covariate in a
Cox regression model where each frailty �Z� enters the exponential regression function as
log�Z�� With this structure� the gamma frailty distribution is less attractive because it is
not invariant to multiplication� An appealing choice would be the log	normal distribution
because the logarithms of the frailties� interpreted as covariates in a Cox	regression� would
the be normal� However� this model is not mathematically tractable in that it does not
yield a closed form expression for the observed data likelihood leaving us with for example
Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods� see Clayton ������� This approach in connection
with multiplicative models is discussed by Thomas �������

A second alternative which seems attractive is the model of Aalen ������ ����� where�
for individual i� the hazard function

�i�t� � ���t� � ��t�
T
X i�t�

is additive in the covariatesX i� and where �l�t�� l � �� � � � � p are unknown �non	parametric�
regression functions� In this model� an additive frailty structure would 
t nicely with the
postulated e�ect of the observed covariates� However� since the standard inference in this
model is not likelihood based� it is less obvious how to incorporate frailties into this model�
A model of this type involving parametric regression functions is discussed by Zahl �������

It is important to bear in mind that none of these models are based on a biological
or genetic theory� and they should not be interpreted as such� Rather� we feel that they
address the important question of correlated event times as well as heterogeneity� in a
fairly straightforward way� through the speci
cation of the conditional intensity given the
frailties� That the heterogeneity in the real world is of a much more complicated nature

��



than can be captured by these relatively simple additive frailty models goes without saying�
Yet� we feel that they provide an attempt to deal with a problem known to cause biased
and inecient estimates�
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